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In connection with the Law of Contiact the
following subsidiary matters must be considered —
Subsidiary Matters
(a) Capacity of Parties —The Question whether
a party to a contract is 'egallv capable of entenng
into it usually depends on that party s status (see
abate) —
 (1)	Nationality —Nothing turns on this except
that no commercial contract can be made with an
ahen enemy in time of war
 (2)	Domicil—"Where the two or more parties
to a contract have their permanent homes in
different countries it is a wise precaution for them
to state  in the contract under which country s
law and by which country s courts in case of a,
dispute its terms are to be construed    If they
omit to do so and some dispute is brought before
the English Court it will endeavour to decide by
considering the wording of the contract   the
language m which it is written the domicil of the
parties and the general circumstances m which the
contract was made what legal system the parties
intended to apply and by what court they intended
is to be judged    Sometimes it will decide the
dispute according to the rules of the foreign law
 (3)	Marriage   and   Divorce—There   is   now
no practical difference in contractual capacity
between single persons   married persons   and
divorcees
 (4)	Mmonty —It is not (generally speaking) mi
possible for a minor to enter into a valid contract
but he will be entitled to repudiate it at any tune
up to the date of his majority (or a reasonable
period after that) unless the contract is (a) clearly
for the minoi s benefit on the whole (e g   pro
fessional articles or an agreement for apprentice
ship) or (&) for the provision of necessaries—i e
food    drink    clothing    or  services   which   are
necessary to the minor in his particular station in
life     (The origin of this latter rule is probably the
practical consideration that m earlier times few
people would have taken the risk of providing a
minor on. credit with the bare necessities of life if
they had been precluded from smug nun for
reasonable payment)
 (5)	Lunacy —A party to a contract who knows
that the other party is of unsound mind will not
be permitted to hold the latter to hia bargain
 (6)	Bankruptcy—A bankrupt cannot make a
valid agreement to deal with his property m a
manner which contravenes the law of Bank
ruptcy
 (7)	Corporations—Whether a corporation is
capable of entering into a particular contract
depends upon the legal powers conferred by the
Charter or Act of Parliament under which it was
constituted or (if a company) by its Memorandum
of Association    If the matter to -which the con
tract relates is of grave importance it will usually
signify its adherence to the contract by affixing
its seal with the formalities laid down by its Rules
or Articles of Association    If it is an everyday or
trivial matter the corporation will normally enter
into a contract through some agent (e g  its Town
Clerk Director or Secretary as the case may be)
Who is empowered to sign or speak on its behalf
 (8)	and (9) Neither adoption nor legitimacy (or
illegitimacy) affects a party s capacity to enter
into a contract
(b) When Writing is Necessary—There are
certain exceptions laid down by Act of Parha
meat to the rule that a contract is enforceable
even if made only by word of mouth or implied by
conduct The Statute of Frauds 1677 provided
that contracts of these exceptional kinds cannot be
enforced by action m the Courts unless the
agreement upon which such action shall be
brought or some memorandum or note thereof
shall be m writing and signed by the party to be
 charged therewith or some other person thereunto
by him lawfully authorised —these last words
mean an agent It is not necessary that the whole
of the agreement shall be formally set down in
writing but there must be a written and signed
recoid of all the essential terms
(i) A Guarantee —I e a promise by A to B m
the form— Please lend money (or supply goods)
to C and if C does not pay you I will A s
promise by word of mouth cannot be enforced
against him
This provision of the Statute of Frauds still
holds good
di) An agreement for tlie sale or disposition of
land (or buildings) or of any interest m land (or
buildings) We have already stated that the
actual transfer of a freehold or leasehold interest
must be effected by deed This is not the same as
an agreement to sell or dispose of land or buildings
a transfer effects an immediate change of owner
ship while an agreement to sett binds the party who
signs it to make a transfer of ownership at some
future time Such an agreement need not be in
the form of a deed but its essential terms must be
in writing
Some other parts of the Statute of Frauds have
been repealed that contained in di) above has
been replaced by a similar provision set out in
section 40 of the Law of Property Act 1925
(m) A bill of eauchange or promissory note must
be in writing by virtue of section 3 of the Bills of
Exchange Act 1882
dv) A contract of Marine Insurance is in
admissible in evidence unless it is embodied in a
marine policy as laid down in the Marine Insurance
Act 1906 sections 22-24 with all relevant con
ditions fully specified and duly signed by or on
behalf of the insurer
(v) By the Contracts of Employment Act 1963
(m force since July 1964) it is the duty of an em
ployer (not later than 13 weeks after the employ
ment commenced) to hand his employee a written
statement of particulars of the employment
(period wage working hours and what length of
notice ib required for termination)
(c) Mistake —Suppose that John Brown wants
his portrait painted by a famous artist called
William Brush of whom he has heard but whom
he has never met He looks up William Brush
m the directory and writes to bun at the address
shown offering him. 100 guineas to paint the
portrait Suppose that particular William
Brush is not the artist at all but a stockbroker
oi the same name Even if that William Brush
accepts Browns offer their apparent agreement
will not constitute a valid contract since Brown s
mistake as to Brush e identity is so fundamental
that it destroys the very basis of the agreement
Where there is a mistake of this kind going to
the very root of the agreement no valid contract
has in the eyes of the law been made In other
special cases eauity may on the ground of
conscience relieve one or both parties from
liability under a concluded contract by rectification
(i e by correcting the terms they have madvert
ently recorded) or by rescission (i e by cancella
tion of the contract) It is not every mistake
that will lead to these results either the mistake
must have been fundamental or the circumstances
must have been such that it would be uncon
scienlious for one party or the other to try to en
force his apparent rights
(a) Misrepresentation —Eauity on similar
grounds has often relieved a party from Lability
under a contract into which he has been induced
to enter through, a representation by the other
party which, is substantially false—* e a statement
wblch is misleading on some essential point
Whether the misrepresentation was deliberate or
innocent the deceived party will usually be able to
have the contract set aside—»e cancelled
Suppose for example Jones wants to insure his
life with the Markshire Insurance Company
Before issuing the policy which is the contract

